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 Between the great cities of Chicago and St. Louis, there are 300 miles of adventure, history, culinary
delights, and quirky attractions. This is the “Land of Lincoln” and roadside giant
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^ Maness, Jack MDrive-In Movie Theaters Above: 66 Drive-In Theatre in Carthage, MissouriOn the
Route, you can seldom find original sections - such as this one - with a nearly intact red brick
surfacingOther use is the suspension of a part of a text, or a paragraph, or a phrase or a part of a
word because it is obvious, or unnecessary, or implied(.) is also used for awkward silence(though
sometimes, for example, in Russian mathematical texts, normal, non-raised, ellipses are used even
in repeated summations[16])Caesura Cohesion (linguistics) Elision Omission or deletion of a sound or
syllable Leader (typography) A row of characters (usually dots or dashes) to connect items across a
page (as in a table of contents) Leiden Conventions Line break (poetry) Pausa Hah 

Background[edit]He provides the following examples:Historic Route 66 Illinois Missouri Kansas
Oklahoma Texas New Mexico Arizona California The former Conoco gas station and adjacent old
motel are among the most beautiful buildings of the late 30s along Route 66^ dot, dot, dot: how the
ellipsis made its mark, Research Impact, Cambridge University ^ McNabb, Cameron Hunt (17 August
2016)However, some maintain that the use of brackets is still correct because it clears
confusion.[9]Finding your way on Route 66 Brown and white "historic" signs indicate Route 66's
location in each of the eight statesMain Street of USA Tagline invented by Cyrus Stevens Avery, the
contractor who designed the road and considered Route 66's father

states, from the north-east to the south-west: Illinois (301 mi 484 km) Missouri (317 mi 510 km)
Kansas (13 mi 21 km) Oklahoma (432 mi 695 km) Texas (186 mi 299 km) New Mexico (400 mi 640
km) Arizona (401 mi 645 km) California (314 mi 505 km) Kansas, whose southeast tip is barely
scratched - 13 miles (21 kilometers) by Route 66, offers a wide variety of must-see attractions,
including several buildings and structures, often very well restoredAbove: Williams, ArizonaWilliams
and Flagstaff are the traditional National Park gateways and host the majority of restaurants and
hotels around the Grand CanyonFourth Canadian EditionIt is usually and traditionally travelled from
east to west, i.el, l l, l m? n! HTML and CSS[edit]The definition of type A in version 1 system of the
form A::= INTEGER (0.127, .) and the definition of type A in version 2 system of the form A::=
INTEGER (0.127, ., 256.511) constitute an extension series of the same type A in different versions of
the same specificationIn horizontally written text the dots are commonly vertically centered within
the text height (between the baseline and the ascent line), as in the standard Japanese Windows
fonts; in vertically written text the dots are always centered horizontallyRetrieved 2011-02-10

The syntactical rules for ellipses are standardized by the 1983 Polska Norma document
PN-83/P-55366, Zasady skadania tekstw w jzyku polskim ("Rules for setting texts in the Polish
Language"){ π 2 , 3 π 2 , 5 π 2 , … } {displaystyle left{pm {frac {pi }{2}},pm {frac {3pi }{2}},pm
{frac {5pi }{2}},ldots right}} Recent Research Developments in Learning TechnologiesLouis,
MissouriMarkham, Ontario: Houghton Mifflin CanadaMeteor City, Arizona

The word wielokropek distinguishes the ellipsis of Polish syntax from that of mathematical notation,
in which it is known as an elipsa2nd edThe Free DictionaryIn manga, the ellipsis by itself represents
speechlessness, or a "pregnant pause"After nearly 2,500 miles, Route 66 comes to an end before the
world-famous panel of Santa Monica Pier, the platform of the chic little town of Santa Monica, a
suburb of Los Angeles on the Pacific Ocean shoreIts midpoint is reputedly located in Adrian, a Texan
municipality, which lies exactly halfway -1,139 miles (1,833 km) to Chicago and Los
AngelesRepeated summations or products may similarly be denoted using capital sigma and capital
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